systems where you could assist the process of
enlivenment. In some areas you may have been
present to initiate plant life, to initiate some
guidelines for civilization for those who were not
clearly attuned to their assignment and to the
aspect of consciousness that is all about upliftment
and expansion and enlivening with the presence of
light.
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This is Lani with you for this experience. Are you
ready? Are you in a quiet space? Is your mind still?
Is your body relaxed?
As that happens and you take in a breath you are
already shifting into the altered dimension of
yourself, into an aspect of you we call your light
body, and this is how we begin this session today.
We gather together in the receiving area of the
Station of Light in that amazing formation. It
possibly just appears around you, as if you were
instantly transported into it and you materialized
there.
This is how we begin today.

“Welcome Beloved. I am known as Orem to you
and I draw you deeper into the energy field
established here.
You may perceive that you have established
yourself here in this energy sphere, remembering
that you have your particular energy sphere with
you. It is part of your energy field, it is an aspect of
your consciousness and you, in your current body
form, are presenting an aspect of your one
consciousness into your living circumstances, into
the Earth station planetoid as it is existing currently.
When we bring you into the Station situation you
are regathering many aspects of the potential of all
that is of your quantum aspects of Creation. This is
important for you to fully realise and manifest and
activate all of the aspects of the energy systems
that are available to you in this way. It is important
because as you manifest that in through your body,
as you bring it in through all of the alternate
programming that had been established in multiple
civilisations on Earth, you are bringing in the pure
level of manifesting the upgraded dimensional
patterns of life, cities of light, patterns of light. Light
exists as components of manifestation, of creation,
and you merely bring in the aspects that you have
a particular purpose or mission. Many people on
Earth would call this your spiritual mission - your
quantum purpose for being manifest in a physical
body and creating change. You are creating
change in a continuous way when you keep
attuning to your potential in your original point of
creation, that origin point. From that point where
you were surrounded in the pure aspect of Creation
and Consciousness, you perceived different areas
that you could call planetoids in different star

There is more to understand about that word “light”,
however, in your inherent resonating field you
already comprehend the quantum consciousness
of what that is. It is an understanding that is present.
It is a knowing that is present in your quantum
presence. This is what is required.
Now bringing your attention into the Federation of
Galactic Beings who exist and who are very
strongly present in the dimensions around Earth
currently, you then are communicating into that
level, beyond what you might call disturbances
being enacted on Planet Earth for various reasons
and purposes. The Galactic Federation and the
overseeing Council of Light are present in a
coordination fashion. That phrase would help you
understand the presence there. There are many
patterns being created in the layers of the energy
field surrounding the planet, the moon and
extending throughout your known planetary galaxy
that Earth is known to be in currently and so many
disturbances have been created through the
presentation of vehicles moving through it. The
quantum field is able to reform to establish that
system of light and the quantum connection
throughout creation and part of the Galactic
Federation presence is participating in that, to
ensure that there is the coordinated work,
coordinated connections so that ultimately the
resonating field that is available within and around
you individually is able to clearly resonate with the
galactic
presence,
with
that
quantum
consciousness system.
You are all within that system, and yet you
understand you have free will to choose the exact
pathway, the exact places that you would manifest
for yourself to enter within.

You are free to choose the connected groups or
communication level. When you continue to
resonate with your original point of existence, you
find there are greater areas you connect with and
your level of energy systems and functioning within
your own physicality and all that means increases.
It is termed upliftment. You engage in a greater field
of that consciousness and you expand into that.
These words come through to you in the particular
realization, the connection times, your point of
awareness when you are ready to resonate with
them. The resonating aspect creates more
activation within your energy field and that also is
part of your expansion and upliftment. In effect, we
are helping that process, so we have not uplifted
you or disengaged you from the Earth energy
system, but we have allowed you to resonate with
the exact frequency where at times you experience
upliftment and transportation to other energy
stations and other planetoids and other
dimensional beings that you may term extraterrestrial because they are not originated in the
Earth dimension, or from the Earth dimension.
This is all significant for you as you progress with
your connections and expansion.
This may be settling within you through these
energy words delivered to you and the pattern you
are already engaging through your light body
presence here into your physical form and the
energy aspects of that form and there you have
received the fulness of this energy system you have
been presented into, in this session. Engage it all
within you, Beloved.

“I am prsent with you,
continuing our energy system
and suport for you, known as
AnTur and I am present
within the Station at this point
of connection with you.
This is helping you to
facilitate what you have been
experiencing in between sessions and ongoing for
you. I refer especially to your awareness of the
dimensional civilization which is manifesting
around you and you may already have been
experiencing shifts in your perception to realise the
energy fields different around you. Even in your
living space and in your outdoor spaces you will
have been perceiving the shifting energy field. So,
in preparation for the greater revealing of this to you
as you resonate with it, you will see emerging new
types of formation for living spaces appearing,
manifesting. You may sense it is coming from the
past or you might sense it is coming from the future
and yet it is all present, because this is the quantum
presence that you are experiencing and resonating
with.
This was what I wanted to prepare you for at this
time.

AnTur out “

Lani speaking to you again, combined with Ulea.
She is often quite strongly present with me and this
is why I present the two of us together, because she
influences what I present to you and in this way we
assist you to bring all of this energy system into you
as you are still within the receiving area of the
Station – and this happens in an instant, and now
we assist you to bring this back into your body.
Take in a breath of the vital air that you breathe in
and it must be connected in, in a conscious way.
Every breath you take in, consciously take in the
exact purified elements that you need to breathe in.
Even if you were in a heavily polluted atmosphere,
by your choice you breathe in pure vital essence
through the air you breathe in.
Now anchor all of this into your body, particularly
aware of your energy centres in your head, in your
heart energy centre and in your solar plexus centre
and all of the other energy centres that connect you
in support and security into the energy system of
inner Earth – and thus it is done.
Thank you again for being present and bringing in
that pure energy from Source Creation into the
current existence manifesting upliftment and
expansion.
I end this session now through the Omega
Communications Portal. Thank you to everyone
involved in the presentation of this through the
images, through the software – all of those
processes.
Love, light and joy

I withdraw now

Lani

Orem out “

Thank you AnTur and Orem and all of the Galactic
Federation Beings.
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